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PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Bald Head Island Lighthouse, r1s1ng about 110 feet above the marshes of Bald
Head Island, is a monument of functional ar.el:-titecture; its weathered condition does not
detract from the impact of its unyielding strength. The lighthouse is a six-'story
octagonal tower built of brick with stucco facing@ Its walls are approximately five
feet thick at the base and taper to about three feet at the top.. The masonry base,
~-zhic.h e;::te!:!ds underground to a de.pth of abont se'~.ren feet~ is covered. on its visible
portions with brown sandstone.. One course of the sandstone steps inward to form a
water table. Three sandstone steps lead to the lighthouse entrance, located on the
western face of the structure.. This entrance is hi.ghlighted by an applied brown sandstone elliptical arch with projecting kPystnne quoin~
The original door (like the
original windows) has been replaced, although its metal pintles remain intact. Centered
above the door"tvay is a chamfered rectangular brown sandstone tablet inscribed
"R
Cochran/ Founder/ A. D. 1817/ D.. S. Way, Buildero"
The six windows, each lighting,an interior stair landing, form a spiral pattern
on the exterior. The first-floor window is on the northwestern face adjacent to the
entrance; the entrance face contains the second-floor window, and so forth. The
vlindows proceed around the tower, leaving only two of the eight faces blank. Each
window opening is framed by brown sandstone and set beneath a splayed flat arch; sills
of the same material project slightly.
The lighthouse terminates with. a flat platform trimmed with a single course of brm'm
sandstone which serve.s.as.a cornice.. Off center on top of the platform stands there-.
mains of the toHer's lantern a nine-sided iron skeleton attached to a circular stuccoed·
brick bel-\'edere.e The floor of the lantern area is covered with marble s1abs.
The. interior· of the lighthouse is Spartan. Each level cc)nsists of one large
plastered room with one large window in it. The window openings are arched inside
v7ith plastered splayed reveals~ The room dimensions, including height as well as
circumference, decrease at each higher floor
The floor of the first story is brick,.
\vhile the others are rather recently installed wooden platforms on exposed joists
Each platform has a rectangular, balustraded 'C-Tell in its center, thus forming a con·tinuous open space from top to bottom of the lighthouse
The wooden stairs, whi~e not
original, are framed into the heavy timbers of each platform. The stair begins on the
southwestern wall of the ground floor and ascends in counterclock1;vise fashion, following
the octagonal configuration of the walls.
To the south of the lighthouse stands a small supply shed. It is a one-story
brick structure, one bay wide and two deep
The gable roof is covered with shingles,
and there are fractable gable ends topped by stone copings
A four-course corbel
cornice ruus along the sides. The brick is laid in irregular one-to-five com.J.'Tlon bond
The entrance beneath the \ves tern gable, is ornamented "1:,7ith a segmental arch formed by
three courses of brick positioned in low relief. The original sash and doors are gone,
and their reveals have been covered TrTith cement.
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STATEMENT OF.SIGNIFICANCE

Bald Head Island Lighthouse~ the oldest standing lightbouse in North Carolina is
of great importance to the maritime history of the Outer Banks and to Smith Island.
Completed in 1817 by contractor D. S Way according to still-extant specifications the
tapering liJJO-foot octagonal shaft is a distinctive landmark of stark simplicity and
weathered strength.
Smith Island is located at the mouth of the Cape Fear River~ The sandy, barren
west\vard section of the island has for over 200 years been called Bald Head by mariners
who sail~d these treacherous waterso The island has long been a strategic point. As
early as 1524 Verrazzano and his French expedition, explored the area, and in 1526 de
Ayllon's Spanish expedition camped on the island. In 1585 Sir Richard Grenville, leading
Ralelgh' s first expedition, fell "in great danger of a T.vracke on a beach called the Cape
of Feare." In 1718 Stede Bonnet, the infamous pirate, was captured off Smith Island.
The island was later the scene of military encampments by the British in 1776, and still
later by Confederate forces in 1863, when Fort Holmes \vas built to protect the entrance
to the river, and the blockade-runners 1,vho shipped out of Wilmingtono
On Hay 8, 1713, Thomas Smith, landgrave of Carolina, a wealthy and influential
citizen, was.granted a tract of land on the east bank of the Cape Fear River at its mouth>then called Cape Island
He used this island (which later took his name) as a base for
his large trading operations vith the Indians north of Charlestown in South Carolina
Landgrave Thomas Smith later became governor of South Carolina and was the progenitor of
some of the most prominent families of the Lower Cape Fear
Benj~min Smith, grandson of
the second landgrave, was aide-de . . . camp to General ~vashington in 1'77'6 a member of the
General Assembly, and governor of North Carolina from 1810 to 1811
He lived for a time
at Orton Plantation (~ffi), but as early as 1800 he had a summer residence on the island,
which he called Sea Castle. It was located near the present site of Bald Head Lighthouse
In 178L~ the General Assembly levied a duty of six-pence-per-ton on Cape Fear
shipping to finance construction of a lighthouse on Smith Island, to ''greatly facilitate
the navigation of vessels • • • in order that vessels may be enabled thereby to avoid the
great shoal called the Frying Pan~" On October 28, 1790, Benjamin Smith granted by ~mrranty
cieed, to thirteen "Commissioners for Navigating Pilotage and Navigation of the Cape Fear
and their successors in office
19 acres on Smith Island on which to erect a lighthouse. Due to many construction problems the lighthouse "~;vas not completed until December
5, 1794.
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iDuring the war years of 1812-1815, this first lighthouse was "wrecked, n as re-ported by Joshua Potts, United States Navy Agent for the Cape Fear, then living in
Smithville (now Southport). It is suggested that a waterspout in the river channel, near
the lighthouse, may have undermined the tower. On April 27, 1816, Congress appropriated
$15,000 for building a replacement. The United States Treasury Department's proposal
for bids appeared within a month
The Daily National Intelligencer in Washington> D. C.
on Friday, May 24, 1816, gctve cletaileu specifications £or the propo.sed lighthouse (see
Appendix).
The bid of Daniel S. ~.Jay \vas accepted in July, 1816, as his "terms were much
lower than those received from other quarters,'' but he exceeded the alloted appropriation
by a "small sum 11 Mr .. Way's bid \vas made on the hope of good salvageable brick from the
old lighthouse and the proximity of the new tower to the old. Both hopes went unrealized,
for the brick was not the best quality, and the new lighthouse was a mile west· of the old
one, making transportation of the salvageable brick to the ne'tv site almost impossible.
Way lost money on the project, but the tower he constructed has withstood the 158 years
to become the oldest lighthouse standing in North Carolina. A stone tablet bears the
legend, "R .. Cochran/Founder/ A. D 1817/ D. S Way, Builder."
River pilots and their families as well as a lighthouse keeper lived on the island
until the 1890s. Their houses 'ivere on the western side of the island, and there were at
times sufficient numbers of them to maintain an occasional school and church
In 1882
the Cape Fear Life-Saving Station was established on the island; it functioned until 1937
·when it ,,,as transferred to the Oak Island Coast Guard Station.

;
.I

In the 1890s the annual reports of the Light-hotise Board to the secretary of the
treasury noted the inadequacy of the Cape Fear (Bald Head) Lighthouse
In 1892 it was
reported that
Recent changes in the lighting of the entrance to the Cape Fear River have almost
eliminated the Cape Fear lighthouse (Bald Head) as a harbor light. Upon the
establishment of the proposed ne\v light on the pitch of Cape Fear the old light
might be discontinued, as the tower and the keeper's dwelling are antiquated and
discreditable to the Light-House Establishment.
B·ecause of the proposed discontinuation of the Bald Head light "upon the establishment
of a first-order light-station,'' it was noted in the reports of the following years that
"no expenditu,res were made at the station. 11
In 1903 a new light was built 6n the eastern end of the island; it stood until
it was dismantled in 1958
About 1914 the light at the Bald Head Lighthouse was changed
from an oil light, with a keeper, to an unattended gaslight. In 1963 the United States
Government declared the lighthouse property surplus, and sold it to Frank 0 Sherrill of
Charlotte, North Carolina, who in turn sold it to the Carolina Cape Fear Corporation,
which is developing
Smith Island, long an essentially undisturbed
natural area ' into a
.
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Appendix for Specifications

Proposals Hill be received 2.t tb_e office of the Com__mj ssioner nf the Revenue fnr
building a Light-House on Bald Head, in the State of North Carolina, together with a
dwelling-house, of the following materials, dimen~ions and description:
T!te:>_ Light~House t-n be of hard brick, the form octagon, the fonndatjnn to be nf
stone, and laid as deep as may be requisite to make the fabric perfectly secure,_ and
to be carried up five feet above the surface of the earth, from cormnencement of the
foundation to the bottom of the water table.
The wall to be seven feet thick. The
diameter of the base from the bottom of the water table to the top thereof, where the
octagonal pyramid is to commence, to be thirty-six feet, and the diameter fourteen
feet six inches at the top or floor of the lanthorn
The water table to be capped with
he1"'rn stone at least eight inches \vide, and sloped to turn off the -vmter"' From the
surface to the top of the building the walls to be ninety feet in height and graduated
as follov7S:
The first twenty feet to be five feet thick. The next eighteen feet to be four
and a half feet thick.
The next sixteen feet to be four feet thick.
The next fourteen
feet to be three and a half feet thick. The next twelve feet to be two and three
quarters feet thick; and the next ten feet to be two feet thick.
The top of the building
to be arched, reserving an entrance, on the side to the lanthorn, and to have a stone
cornice covered with copper so as to preserve it from the weather.
The trap door to be
framed with iron and covered with copper, and fitted into a stone frame so as to be level
,,lith the lanthorn floor when shut.
The platform on the arch to constitute· the floor of
the lanthorn and to be marble or freestone, and to project beyond the walls fifteen
inches.
The ground floor to be paved \vith bric.k
A sufficient number o~ st-x;-ong \vooden
stairs, with a safe hand railing, to lead from the ground floor to the lanthoxn~ with
substantial plank floors on the joists of each story. The floors as well as joists and
stairs to be of Carolina yellow pine clear of sap. The joists to be from twelv~ by ten
inches to from nine by eight inches, diminishing with the superior stories, and the
ends lodged accordingly, from t\vo feet to one foot in the brickwork.
In each story there
is to be one window of sixteen panes of glass, ten by twelve inches in strong frames,
painted with two coats of paint, with a substantial pannel door, three feet wide and five
and a half feet high, iron hinges, lock and latch complete, on the lower floor.
There
is to be an iron ladder from the upper story to the entrance i~to the lanthorn. The
cloOJ:.-s and \vlndmvs to have stone sills, arches and jambs.--A complete iron lanthorn in
the octagon form, to rest on the platform of the pyramid, to be ten feet six inches in
diamete::- and ten feet high, the eight corner pieces of 1vhich to be t1vo inches square
above the platform, and three inches square below it, to run ten feet into the brick
work and to be there secured with anchors.
The space between the posts at the angles
to be occupied by the sashes, which are to be of iron struck solid and of sufficient
strength so as not to work with the wind, each sash to be glazed with strong double
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glass, fourteen by twelve inches of the first quality Boston manufacture, excepting
the lower part, \vhich is to be filled with sheet copper, thirty-two ounces to the
square foot, and ex~epting on the north side where so much of the space as would otherwise be filled with sashes is to be occupied by an iron framed door covered with copper,
two and a half feet wide and four and a half feet high.
The top of the lanthorn, to be a dome, five fee~ high, and covered with copper
ounces to the square foot, projecting seven inches over the eaves, formed
by sixteen iron rafters concentrating in an iron hoop at the top, -which forms the funnel
for the smoke to pass out of the lanthorn into theyentD_ator in the for~ of a ball
sufficient to contain sixty-five gallons and large enough to secure the funnel against
rain; the ventilator to be turned by a large vane, so that the hole for venting the
smoke may always be to leeward. The lanthorn to be surrounded by an iron ballustrade;
the railing posts of which to be one and a quarter inch square, and three rails, three
fourths of an inch square, between the posts, the highest of which to be four and a
half feet from the floor
The lanthorn to be covered with three coats ef paint.
The
outside of the pyramid to be rough plastered and the inside rough pointed.
thirty~two

The doors, sashes, window frames, &c. to be well painted; and the building furnished with two complete electrical conductors or rods with points.
The bricks to be all sound and of the best quality, and the work to be well bound,
and good lime mer taT used throughout,,
There has been saved from the old Light House} and cleaned, a large number of
sound bricks variously est~nated at from three hundred and fifty to six hundred
thousand; and there remains likewise the old lanthorn, which is understood to have
sustained but little injury in taking dmvn
These are to be taken by the contractor}
who may, if more agreeable to him, stipulate at a specified price for the Bricks according
to the quantity that shall be actually used.
In case of no such specification in the
proposals, the amount to be paid will be considered as in addition to those materials.
The DWELLING HOUSE to be of Brick, thirty five feet in length and seventeen feet
in vridth, one story high, ten feet pitch, with a gable end roof, the walls to be laid
in lime mortar twelve inches in thickness, to have a good brick chimney at each end of
the house, with a suitable fire-place to each. The house to be formed into two rooms
of equal dimensions, with a passage between, leading from back to front, which are to
be laid \vith good double doors and to be finished in a plain workmanlike manner; a
suitable number of good doors and windows well secured with locks, hinges and latches.
The walls and ceilings to be well plastered and whitewashed; the roof boarded, shingled
and painted, and all the carpenter work inside and out to be well painted with two
coats of good paint.
T\vO shed rooms to be built in the rear of the house of equal size, divided by a
piazza, and also a piazza to be built in front, the whole length of the house
These
are to be covered with a shingled roof and finished in other respects in a suitable
manner, and to be painted
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